American Beekeeping, As Told through the Life and Times of John Miller
The Beekeepers Lament; How One Man and Half a Billion Honey Bees Help Feed
America, a new book by Hannah Nordhaus
by M.E.A. McNeil
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“There are two kinds of people,” said John Miller. “Those who look inside a hive for the
first time and lean away and the ones who lean in.” This was to answer my question about what
it was like to have a writer, Hannah Nordhaus, follow his peripatetic life and write a book about
him. “I opened a hive, and Hannah leaned in.”
The book, The Beekeeper's Lament, is ostensibly about
Miller, but in fact, Nordhaus chose the story of this smart, articulate, beleaguered large-scale beekeeper as a way to tell
about the bees. The story moves in and out from Miller and his
travels to instruct and muse on the creatures he tends. Just
about
everyone
has
an
opinion,
including the writer and most of all Miller, which spices the
book and saves it from becoming a polemic. No one comes off
u n b l em i s h ed , l e as t o f a l l t h e b e e k e e p e rs ’
relationship with the almonds.
The book is ready to be published in June, but the day I
met Miller, his lamentations were not over. It was February, Journalist Hannah Nordhaus
and he was starting another day in the cycle of his itinerant life is the author of a book about
bees as told through the life of
near Modesto, California. He does not look much like a typical migrant beekeeper John
bee guy, dressed in a Hawaiian shirt and a Spam logo cap that Miller.
signals, because he is fit, more of a sense of humor than a retro
diet. Nonetheless, he was getting ready for a day in a serious tipping balance of loss and gain –
seeing to his hives going into the almonds.
He calls this “the native migrant tour,” because he and his like are the less typical
migrant agricultural workers born in this country. Not only that, they are more often than not in
family-run operations. Miller grew up helping his father Neil with the bees. In 1996 he and his
brother Jay bought the business from his father, who had taken it over from his father who in
turn bought it from his. Nordhaus writes, “Almost every industrial scale beekeeper in the
business has a similar story: beekeeping may, in fact, be one of the nation's last aristocracies.”
Indeed, Miller is the great-grandson of one of the first American migratory beekeepers,
Nephi Ephraim Miller, who started in 1894 with seven boxes of bees (the better end of a swap),
figured out that he could winter his Utah bees in California, and ended up with the nation's first
million pound crop of honey.
But that was then. In the 1960s, imported honey began to drive the price below what it
cost to produce domestic honey. Crops like apples gave beekeepers sites that provided nectar
and pollen, but they did not produce rental fees that yielded a profit.
By heart and by education, Nordhaus is an historian of the American West. She is a
good researcher, and traces the first widespread North American bee loss to around 1770, half a
century after the European black bees were introduced. (It is suspected to have been caused by
American foulbrood.) She follows the history through Langstroth into the time of Miller's great-
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grandfather and writes an intriguing account of N.E.
Miller’s use of trains to first transport his hives. His
sons slept with the bee boxes in a cattle car and
moved them with wagons and model T Fords into
San Bernardino bee yards. But the trains were erratic,
and losses often exceeded 50%. He had, as quoted
from his daughter, “a galloping personality” with
“sudden strokes of ideas” and experimented with all
manner of transport and ways to cool the hives. As a
Mormon, he did not swear, although “by the hell
fires and damnation” served well enough. John
Miller is a spontaneous idea man too, and
Mormon enough – although he likes to say that he
has only one wife, he can stray into a cup of coffee,
and has a job that sometimes requires a few “cowboy
words.”
His great-grandfather N.E. lived in the
dawning age of scientific management, efficiency
systems and mass production. Nordhaus writes that
he wanted to “accomplish in the honey industry what Beekeeper John Miller, the great-grandson
Henry Ford had done in the auto industry.” He wrote of the first American migratory beekeeper,
a company manual with detailed instructions on is the subject of a new book, The
Lament, by Hannah
nearly every aspect of beekeeping – from hand Beekeeper’s
Nordhaus. Here he recounts stories of his
position for opening a hive lid. His diligence peripatetic lifestyle that has led him to the
produced a honey crop that filled 38 railcars. When almond bloom that stretches below.
the Depression hit, he went from feast to famine and
eventually back again, leaving one son a business that branched off into honey packaging and
another, John Miller's grandfather, migratory beekeeping.
John Miller, like N.E., is an organizer; he’s into e-mail, blossom and amortization
schedules, spreadsheets for every bee yard. He, like his forbearers and most other beekeepers,
has seen boom and bust. Lots of bust, as Nordhaus writes:
“The commercial guys have been driven out of business by pesticide kills, droughts, and
poor honey prices; by strip malls, mega malls, mini malls, and subdivisions swallowing up their
bee yards; by the hassles of buying, renting, and coordinating forklifts, syrup tankers, and
semis; by missing birthday parties and family events; by nights and weeks and months on the
road; by the annual ‘trauma and drama’ of finding employees who don’t mind working in a
maelstrom of stinging insects and are willing to leave their families for months at a time; by
disagreeable competitors who dilute their honey with water or syrup or don’t take good care of
their bees; by thieves who pilfer hives; by invasive insects, parasites, and diseases. There are
few leisurely vacations; few golf club memberships – in 1988, after back-to-back droughts in
North Dakota, Miller sold his house, lent all the money to the honey business, and moved his
family into a trailer nearby. He likes to joke that someday, he will change the name of his bee
outfit to ‘Aggravation Apiaries’.”
There follows a history of a major shift for commercial beekeepers. As honey prices
dropped, pollination fees begin to rise, but it wasn't until the late 1990s that they started to
depend upon pollination as a means for a living. More and more almond acreage was planted in
the California’s Central Valley, which has the ideal soil and climate (with luck) for a bloom that
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comes in February. In 1959, almond farmers paid about $8 to rent a hive, $12 in the 70s –
providing a place to feed bees for a few weeks in winter, if not honey, which tastes foul to
humans. A 400 mile stretch now produces the world's largest crop of almonds, California's most
profitable export, and hive rental has risen with demand to about $150.
Miller, together with almost every other large-scale commercial beekeeper in the
country, brings all of his hives to California for almond bloom. Their task, writes Nordhaus, is
“to accomplish the onerous but glorious task of turning almond blossoms into nuts and thus into
money. Most commercial beekeepers spend the whole year keeping their bees alive and healthy
for this three-week pollination extravaganza.” But “Bees didn't evolve to work so hard in the
dead of winter …‘It's not a natural thing to have big booming hives in February,’ Miller says.”
In January 2004, Miller was unloading bees to go into the almonds and discovered
semi-loads dead or struggling on a couple of frames, a “darn near perfect storm.” He lost more
than a third of his colonies. It was then that he realized, writes Nordhaus, “that the job
description of a beekeeper had changed unalterably. He was no longer a mere keeper of bees.
He was steward and shepherd of a species teetering on the edge of survival.”
At breakfast that morning last February, he pushed a piece of paper across the table to
me, a note that he had written at a presentation at the national beekeeping conference the month
before, with percentage loss figures for each of the last four years – 32, 36, 39, 34. Miller, too,
has lost about 30% a year. “The industry is not sustainable at these rates,” he said. “Their
words, not mine – the USDA.”
It looked like a good day for the bees
when we got into his brightly painted pickup
truck to drive to the orchards. The logos of his
diversified interests adorn the body – Miller
Honey Farms, Miller Honey Mandarins and
Honey Stinger, a honey-based energy gel
company. A beekeeper growing seedless citrus
seems like an oxymoron, since the whole idea –
big brouhaha in fact -- is for the mandarin
growers to keep pollinators out, and thus seeds.
But the market is good for mandarins, and he
does not bring bees to Newcastle (CA, where his
groves are). The snacks are a good way to
enhance the poor price that he can get for his
Miller has diversified to Miller Honey Farms,
honey. He is not short of ideas.
Miller Honey Mandarins and Honey Stinger, a
We entered contiguous orchards with honey-based energy gel company.
trees, planted to cant away from the direction of
oncoming storms, standing at off-balance attention. Miller drove up a rise and stopped to pull
me up a steep hillock to say, “Look.” A soft, pink-white coverlet of bloom stretched in every
direction, from the snowy Sierra in the east to the western horizon. Almonds, an ocean of
almonds -- 580,000 acres of almonds flowering nearly simultaneously. Above them buzzed two
crop dusters, swooping down like toy planes over a chenille bedspread – until they began, one
and then the other, to emit plumes of fungicide that dropped down, down onto the blossoms
and, he knew, onto the bees. Below the canopy droned a cacophony of two spray rigs,
lumbering up and down the rows spewing a cock’s tail of pesticide.
“The breeze is already kicking up,” said Miller as he raised his hand to it. The scene told
him its story: the orchards are being sprayed to stave off the fungus that would destroy the
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bloom when the coming storm
hits. (Already the crop is
predicted to be a half to a third
of last year’s poor yield.)
The problem, he has
heard, is that bees, like humans,
need an array of microflora that
makes digestion possible. The
bees, as we stood surveying the
scene, were gathering fungicidelaced pollen that some think
would destroy those probiotics.
“The damage occurs in the
beehive 19 days from today,”
said Miller. Does the almond
grower care about hive losses 19
days from today? No. The
almond grower's view is ‘I paid
150 bucks for these bees. If I
With a rainstorm that will encourage destructive fungal growth, the
have to put Pristine on my trees farmer sprays fungicide on the blossom with Miller’s hives lined
to save them, I'm sorry about along the left. The chemical diminishes the microflora that promote
your bees. The science is not digestion for bees. If he weren’t a beekeeper, Miller jokes, he’d be
conclusive. You want our a mortician.
business, you bring your bees.’”
Miller's crew -- four Afrikaners, beekeepers in their off-season, and three Americans –
will put on 1200 pollen patties today. He has them put pollen traps on some hives in an attempt
to eliminate at least some of the possible contaminates and direct his bees to the patties
within.
He is in the almonds with another
purpose today. In the distance, a German film
crew was headed to meet him at an intersection
of two nameless roads in the midst of the
orchards. Miller seemed embarrassed for the
part of him that was enjoying the attention of a
journalist and the prospect of filming. “I am
the blabbermouth you've been seeking,” he’d
told Nordhaus. But another part of him knows
that there is a larger, crucially important point
to make, and for whatever reason, today it is he
who needs to make it. He has a sense of
responsibility to get it right: “I am afraid that
A crew of Afrikaners, beekeepers in their
we'll miss our 15 minutes,” he said.
off-season, and Americans take direction from
For Nordhaus, the message is: “Bad
their boss, John Miller, who will have them
things have been invading beehives for a long,
place pollen patties on 1200 hives that February
long time. But in the last 30 years, they have
day in the almonds. He is also experimenting
come faster and faster, in wave after breathless
with pollen traps to help the bees store less
fungicide-laced pollen.
wave. For that, we have the almond to thank”.
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In many ways, Miller is luckier than
most beekeepers going into the almonds. He has
long-standing relationships with growers. Many
need to scramble for contracts and deposit their
colonies stacked in massive holding camps, but
Miller still has small yards from his
grandfather's time. Writes Nordhaus:
“In January, when the brown fields have
turned unearthly green with the winter’s rain,
some of Miller's bee yards could be mistaken for
paradise. There are fields the color of jade,
bordered with live oaks, valley oaks, blackberry,
and belly-high flowering yellow mustard, dotted
with round granite ‘earth eggs’ and quartz
outcroppings, scattered with ponds and big red
heifers and calling geese. There are
needle-strewn, bear-scratched clearings among A German film crew interviews John Miller, far
the ponderosa and twisted digger pines of the right. The director, Markus Imhoof, to the right of
the camera, is making a film called “More Than
Sierra foothills, manzanita and madrone and Honey”, to be released in English next fall.
ceanothus and even poison oak thrusting into
bloom.”
And, “He knows every back road, meadow, and field better than even the pot growers
and the police, although he sometimes has to tie a T-shirt to a tree to remind himself where to
turn off the road for a particularly well concealed bee yard.” But even he is losing ground to
upscale houses, and he “offers the axiom that the nicer the remodel, the sooner his bees will get
kicked off the land”– no matter that he
“carries a case of honey ‘for good will at all
times.’”
By Miller’s estimate, fifteen years
ago there were some 5000 commercial
beekeepers, which the book defines as those
who manage more than 300 hives, make a
living from beekeeping, and produce over
6000 pounds of honey per year. There are
perhaps 1200 remaining. “They are a dying
breed, figuratively speaking. There are fewer
and fewer of them and they tend to a breed –
Apis mellifera, the European honey bee –
that is literally dying.” If he weren't a
beekeeper, Miller says, he’d be a mortician.
At first, he blamed CCD on what he
Nordhaus spent two years gathering information and
called PPM, “piss-poor management”. Now,
visiting Miller at various stations along his migratory
he’s not so sure. In the short term, the
route. Here he shows her the workings of the hive.
almonds have saved the beekeepers, but in
the long term maybe not the bees.
Next, Miller will take his bees to the apple orchards in Washington – his reason being
“It's not here.” Writes Nordhaus, “…they persist, against all logic and pecuniary sense, because
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beekeepers – who have, after all, chosen careers involving stinging insects – are not terribly
rational people. They are loyal people, however.” And so it was that at breakfast that February
morning, Washington beekeeper Lynn Hiatt joined the conversation from a nearby table. He
and Miller talked pollination prices for apples there, and Miller made the point that he would
not undercut local beekeepers, but “come in around the middle” – from a business perspective,
not the most rational since he has contacts from his grandfather’s day and could get more. But
from the point of view of loyalty to the brotherhood of beekeepers, it made a different kind of
sense. The two talked names and losses and treatments, and that maybe this year was a little
better than last. Wait and see, they agreed.
Miller’s bees have three home sites:
They spend summers in Gackle, North
Dakota, where there is plenty of bloom. From
there, they are trucked to Idaho, where they
are stored for the winter and the hives are
reconfigured in a melee of frame swapping in
preparation for almond bloom. Then they are
trucked to California, to wake up and get to
work in February.
Gackle is a declining prairie town of
some 300 aging farmers. Of Nordhaus’s
description, Miller said, “She nailed it”.
“North Dakota is, these days, a place
of near-constant retreat. First the glaciers
withdrew, pursued by the weather. Then the
Plains Indians dispersed and the bison Miller has three bases for his bees, in Idaho, California, and North Dakota – on some locations that go
disappeared, run from the land. Then went back to the time of his grandfather. His greatthe trappers, run out of quarry; the grandfather was a first migratory beekeeper in
homesteaders and farmers who ran out of America.
luck; the cattle who ran out of forage; the
banks that ran out of money. After generations of defeat, this battered territory is, as Miller
explains, ‘a place of modest expectations’…That is to say it is John Miller’s kind of place.”
In Gackle, Miller works every day in late summer in his “Frankenstein yard” to monitor
various mite treatments – legal and not so legal. He counts mites on sticky boards and keeps a
spreadsheet on each experiment. He told me, “The issues for the beekeeping industry, according
to John are Varroa, Varroa, Varroa. And everything else. If we fix Varroa, I think we will have
fixed a majority of our issues. Viruses and everything that goes with it.” He is frustrated by the
protracted process that it takes for new products to become approved for what he calls the
“hammer-proof mite”.
In the Frankenstein yard, the untreated controls always die. “Breeding is a viable option,
but it’ll take time. Good science is expensive, and there’s not a lot of money for good science in
the beekeeping industry. These less toxic products that are entering the market, that’s a big
improvement …The industry is moving toward treading more lightly on the planet.”
Nordhaus, who knew little about bees when she started this book, has surely “leaned in”
to learn well – a feat even before considering that in the process she had two babies and
remodeled a house. Her writing is a splendid example of how to tackle the dauntingly complex
task of explaining the bee and its keepers. She has a gift for summing up, for example: “in

nature, queens are created in panic or in prosperity.” With that, she opens a discussion on
superceedure in a queenless colony versus preparation for swarming – an apt distinction.
A few points could be revised. The book maintains that “our affection for the bee is all
the more remarkable by considering that it's a bug…” Well, it's not a bug, which is a whole
order and 50,000 years removed from bees (Hymenoptera includes ants, wasps and bees). Sure,
“bug” is used generically to mean any lil’ critter, so it depends on the standard of specificity.
Here, if Miller's onetime car is described as a red Corvette C-5, number 277, so the star insect
may as well be accurately labeled.
The old tale is repeated about the African bees of Brazilian biologist Warwick Kerr: “26
swarms of the Tanzanian bees escaped” – whereas it is now known that Kerr distributed queens
to beekeepers.
These are small points, the kind a reviewer makes to show he knows something or other.
But there is a more important suite of statements that comprise an ominous subtext in the book
– the idea that the very existence of the bees depends upon treatment by beekeepers and the
commercial apparatus.
Without irony she writes, "Apistan and coumaphos were easy – plastic strips coated
with low doses could be placed in the hives and forgotten." That strips were not applied
according to instructions and pulled in a timely way shortened the efficacy of the treatment and
hastened the resistance of the mites.
Whatever the merits of an idea to use “several effective mitecides… in a rotational
scheme of 'integrated pest management'", it could not be called IPM unless there is no treatment
below a set threshold. It would not allow a prophylactic chemical routine.
Based on observation and ample anecdotal evidence, it is a fair guess to say that it is not
true that "Because of the Varroa mite, wild honey bees are now, and for all practical purposes,
extinct in the United States.…” (Feral, not wild, is surely the intended meaning here, since
European honey bees are the subject, not native bees.) True, some years of silent springs were
reported in the early 90’s – and one could pause to define “practical” – but reports from the
Santa Barbara watershed to the Olympic Peninsula to the Arnot Forest in New York describe
feral survivors. So it’s a leap to say that “Without beekeepers, Western honey bees would not
survive.”
Conversely, it could well be shown that the colonies that “escaped extinction” because
of “regular Apistan applications” by beekeepers were, in fact, the selective agents for Miller’s
hammer-proof mites – more virulent than their immigrant ancestors from 1987 -- 690
generations ago and counting. The untreated feral bees in the Arnot Forest have been shown in
Tom Seeley’s Cornell study to have mites that have evolved in the opposite direction, toward
coexistence. The book does devote a good chapter to survivor stock, but it holds out only a
flicker of hope for relief from the current state of affairs.
Still, all in all, this book is a terrific read. To Miller’s credit, he opened his life, “warts
and all,” as he told me. Nordhaus said, “I want to see the world in eyes other than my own.”
She writes:
“… the attention to beekeepers has also brought some long overdue recognition – of the
hard work required to keep bees alive these days; of the superhuman sacrifices required to make
their living; of the quixotic delight beekeepers take in pursuing a difficult professional path.
Perhaps that's why I was drawn to Miller. Though I had long been exceedingly fond of honey, I
had no particular affection for bees. Beekeepers, though, are a different story. They are heroic
characters, tragic characters, anomalous characters. They do the hard thing. I could appreciate

that. I had alit on a profession that's even less commonsensical, even more economically obtuse,
even lonelier than being a writer. Beekeepers deserve a little recognition for that.”
“John Miller is part of the agricultural machine. He doesn't like it, but it puts food on the
table. Doing everything right wouldn't put food on the table for everyone. They are evolving,
trying to learn from their mistakes, trying to reform it.”
“The almond industry is killing John Miller's bees. But it allows him to do what he
loves, which is to keep bees – so all in all, it is a pretty good deal with the devil.”
Miller keeps looking for a better deal for the bees.
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